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Product Background 

 Glutathione S-Transferases (GSTs) are widely conserved in nature from bacteria to plants and animals. In 

human, over 20 members are identified and classified into three subfamilies, cytosolic including seven classes alpha, 

mu, omega, pi, theta, sigma and zeta, mitochondrial and membrane-bound microsomal members. GSTs plays an 

important roles in detoxification of hydrophobic and electrophilic compounds including endogenous toxic 

metabolites or xenobiotics by conjugating with glutathione (GSH) to produce glutathione-conjugate (GS-conjugates) 

(Figure 1). Generally GSTs have two types of substrate-binding site, called G-site and H-site, for GSH and 

hydrophobic substrate (xenobiotics), respectively. When GSTs bind to GSH as the first substrate, GSTs catalyze and 

stabilize thiol group of GSH as thiolate anion. Once hydrophobic and electrophilic xenobiotics bind to GSTs as the 

second substrate, GSTs transfer them to GSH to form GS-conjugates. GS-conjugates are released from GSTs and 

quickly exported to extracellular space by multidrug resistance-associated protein (MRP) transporters. Through the 

above processes, GSTs detoxify toxic compounds.        

                 Figure 1. Over view of the detoxification process of GSTs 
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As many studies suggested expression level of GSTs are significantly increased in cancer cells, GSTs are 

considered as anticancer drug-resistant enzymes in malignant cancer cells through the neutralization of drugs. To 

understand biological functions of GSTs, research tools for monitoring GST activity are very important. Although 

several reagents including CDNB for this purpose have been developed, no tool which can be applied into 

measurement of intracellular GST activity is commercially available. To physiological function of GSTs, the tool for 

live cell-based GST activity assay is desired. 

DNs-Rh is a novel fluorogenic substrate of GSTs discovered by Dr. Hiroshi Abe, Nagoya University. DNs-Rh 

is rhodamine 110 derivative which protected by DNs (dinitrobenzenesulfonamide) and originally designated to detect 

biological thiols (ref.1). This probe shows very low fluorescence (quantum yield = 0.0007). After deprotected by 

thiols, rhodamine 110 was released and shows strong fluorescence (quantum yield = 0.645, S/N ratio ~900). Actually 

DNs-Rh reacts with thiol compounds including GSH and is converted to rhodamine 110. However, following analysis 

discovered DNs-Rh is a good substrate of GSTs and converted to rhodamine 110 by GSTs (ref.2-4). As the conversion 

rate of DNs-Rh to rhodamine by GSTs is much higher than that of thiol reaction, DNs-Rh can be used to fluorogenic 

GST activity assay probe. An important advantage of this probe is high cell-permeability and this probe is applied to 

intracellular GST activity under live cell condition. As DNs group is a well characterized substrate for various types 

of GST members, DNs-Rh is able to monitor pan-GST activity including GST, GST, GST and MGST family 

both in cell and in vitro. Only addition of DNs-Rh to cell culture medium is required to monitor intracellular GST 

activity. Flexible applications are available. DNs-Rh is a powerful tool not only to investigate GST activity in live 

cell upon any biological stimulation, but also to develop GST inhibitors under live cell condition. 

                        Figure 2 Principle of DNs-Rh  
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Description 

  Catalog Number: FDV-0030 

  Size : 0.1 mol  

  Formulation : C32H18N6O15S2 

  CAS No. : 3829-23-0 

  Molecular weight : 790.6 g/mol                                           

  Solubility : Soluble in DMSO 

  Ex/Em: 496/520 nm (Rhodamine 110) 

  *Commercial FITC filter sets are available.  

 

 

Application                                                                                                                    

  - Intracellular GST activity assay in live cells (Imaging or flow cytometry) 

  - in vitro GST activity assay 

 

 

Reconstitution and Storage 
Reconstitution : Add 100 L of 100% DMSO into vial to prepare 1 mM stock solution. 

   Storage (solution) : 

 Store powder at -20oC. 

After reconstitution in DMSO, aliquot and store at -20 °C. Avoid repeated freeze-thaw cycles. 

       

 

How to use 

 General procedure of detection of intracellular GST activities 

   1. Prepare 1-10 M DNs-Rh in fresh medium 

     NOTE: Please optimize concentration of reagent for your experiments. 

   2. Remove culture medium 

   3. Add DNs-Rh-containing medium to cells 

   4. Incubate cells for 15-60 min 

     NOTE: Over 60 min incubation is not recommended. Fluorescent background by intracellular thiols may be 

detected for long-term incubation. 

  5. Wash cells with PBS or medium 3 times  

   6. Observe cells under live cell condition by fluorescent microscopy or flow cytometory 
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in vitro GST activity assay 

   1. Prepare assay solution containing DNs-Rh (1-10 M), GSH (1 mM) and any GST-samples such as cell/tissue 

lysates, purified enzymes etc.  

     NOTE: Assay buffer depends on experiments. Buffer condition should be optimized for your experiments. 

   2. Incubate for 30-60 min and measure fluorescent intensity (Ex/Em 496/520 nm). 

     NOTE: Over 60 min incubation is not recommended. Fluorescent background by thiols of GSH may be 

detected for long-term incubation. 

 

 

 

Reference data 

 Fluorescent spectrum 

Fluorescent spectrum of DNs-Rh excited at 490 nm both in the presence and 

absence of GST/GSH was measured. Only in the GST/GSH, strong fluorescence 

around 520 nm was observed. DNs-Rh; 1 M, GST; human recombinant 

GSTP1-1 10 g/ml, GSH; 1 mM. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 in vitro GST activity assay 

Assay solution containing 1 M DNs-Rh, 1 mM GSH and 10 

g/ml recombinant human GSTP1-1 was incubated at 37oC for 

30 min. DNs-Rh only showed no fluorescence. In the presence 

of both GSTP1-1 and GSH, fluorescence was dramatically 

increased and about 60% of DNs-Rh was converted to 

rhodamine 110 at 30 min. However, in the absence of GSTP1, 

fluorescent change by the free thiol of GSH was much slow (3% 

at 30 min).  
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Application data 

  Monitoring intracellular GST activity in live cells 

HeLa cells were treated with 2.5 M of DNs-Rh for 30 min. In the case of addition of CNBSF, a potent irreversible 

GST inhibitor, cells were pre-treated with 1 mM CNBSF for 15 min prior to DNs-Rh addition. After DNs-Rh 

incubation, the cells were washed and observed fluorescent microscopy (Ex. 480 nm/Em. 535 nm). CNBSF is 

also available from Funakoshi, catalog code #FDV-0031 (See below “Related products”). 

 

NOTE: Using this probe, you can observe the intracellular localization of rhodamine 110 converted from 

DNs-Rh by GSTs. Fluorescent intensity is corresponding to cellular GST activity. However, localization is not 

equal to localization of GSTs. 

 

Comparison of GST activity between two cancer cell lines 

Two floating cancer cell lines, K562 (human leukemia cell line) and HL60 (human 

promyelocytic leukemia cell line), were treated with 2.5 M DNs-Rh for 60 min. After 

wash cells, cells were applied into flow cytometer. HL60 cells showed higher total 

GST activity than K562 cells.    
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Related products 

GSTP1 Green 

GSTP1 Green is an activity assay probe for pi-class GST (GSTP1). Since GSTP1 is highly expressed in various 

cancer cells among GST family, GSTP1 is considered as one of the anti-cancer drug-resistant and LPO-derived 

aldehydes neutrizing enzymes. GSTP1 Green, a world’s first reagent specific for GSTP1, is only visualized 

GSTP1 activity among the other GST family members in live cells. 

 

 Catalog No.  FDV-0034 

 Size        1 set  

- 0.1 mg GSTP1 Green  

- 0.5 mg supplemental reagent MK571) 

 Features 

     - Highly specific for GSTP1 among cytosolic GST 

family members 

     - Optimized in live cell experiments (not compatible 

with in vitro assay) 

 

 

CNBSF <Irreversible GST Inhibitor > 

  CNBSF is a novel GST inhibitor which irreversibly blocks GST enzymes. CNBSF has membrane-permeability 

and can be applied into live cell experiments.  

 

 Catalog No.  FDV-0031 

 Size        10 mg 

Features 

  - Membrane-permeable and irreversible inhibitor 

    - Broad specificity for various GST family members  
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